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FILTER CONVERGENCE VIA SEQUENTIAL CONVERGENCE 
R. BEATTIE, H.-P. BUTZMANN, H. HERRLICH 
Abstract: We examine the forgetful functor between the ap-
propriately defined categories of filter and sequential convergen-
ce spaces. We show that it has a left adjoint, that its restricti-
on to the category of all first countable filter convergence spa-
ces has both a left adjoint and a right adjoint and that a suitab-
le domain-codomain restriction is even topological. We also study 
some subcategories which arise in a natural way. 
Key words: Filter convergence space, sequential convergence 
space /adjoint functor, topological functor. 
Classification: 18A40, 18B99, 54A20, 54B30, 54D55 
During the last 25 years sequential convergence structures 
have been investigated in detail (cf. e.g. 15] and [6]) and (fil-
ter) convergence structures even more thoroughly (cf. e.g. [11 and 
[73). But little is known about the relations between the two. In 
this paper we study the forgetful functor L from the category of 
filter convergence spaces into that of sequential convergence spa-
ces. We show that it has a left adjoint (which was basically defi-
ned by Fric in [33), that its restriction to the category of all 
first countable spaces has not only a left adjoint but also a 
right adjoint, which was defined by Beattie and Butzmann in [2] 
and that L is even topological if we also restrict its codomain 
in a natural way, which was also considered by FriC and Kent in[43. 
For a set X we denote by F(X) and S(X) the families of all 
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filters and sequences on X, respectively; furthermore, P(X) deno-
tes its power se t . 
Definition 1 . Let X be a s e t . A mapping A : X — * P (F(X ) ) is 
called a filter convergence structure and ( X , A ) a filter conver-
gence space if the following conditions are satisfied for all x«sX: 
( F l ) x - U c X i x e A j t M x ) 
(F2 ) If $ € A ( x ) then fy e A ( x ) for all g, e F(X) with 
A mapping f : ( X , A ) — * - ( Y J ( ^ ) between filter convergence spaces is 
called continuous if $ e X ( x ) implies f (& ) e tu(f (x ) ) for all xeX. 
We denote by F-Conv the concrete category of all filter convergence 
spaces and continuous mappings. 
Definition 2. Let X be a set. A mapping zt.X-—> P(S(X)) is 
called a sequential convergence structure and ( X , ^ ) a sequential 
convergence space if the following conditions are satisfied for 
all x « X: 
(51) If £ e S(X) and £ ( n ) = x for all n € hi , then 
| e £ ( x ) . 
(52 ) If | e £ 6 ( X ) , then -rj c X ( x ) for all subsequences^ off. 
(53) If £ e S(X) and ( £ ^n+l^n^
 e ^ ( x ) > then £ e # ( x ) . 
A mapping f:(X,jfc)—> (Y ,^ ) between sequential convergence spa-
ces is called continuous if P &. sC (x) implies f «. £ tc«/H ( f (x ) ) for 
all xc X. 
We denote by S-Conv the concrete category of all sequential conver-
gence spaces and cpntinuous mappings. 
Definition 1 gives a generalization of a "convergence space" 
in the sense of Fischer and Binz (see e.g. ( 11) and of a "pseudo-
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topologischer Raum" in the sense of Gahler (see e.g. 113) and was 
called an L-space by Poppe (£123). It seems to be necessary in or-
der to treat sequential convergence spaces in the framework of fil-
ter convergence. On the other hand, our definition of a sequential 
convergence space is a slight restriction of the same term in the 
sense of Nov£k (see e.g. [4.3), but the additional condition (S3), 
which means that the convergence of a sequence does not depend up-
on its behaviour at a finite number of elements, does not seem to 
be strong and avoids some unwanted pathologies. In particular it 
is always fulfilled if the convergence is maximal in the sense of 
Novak (cf. e.g. C4J). We also have to point out that our definiti-
on of a continuous mapping between sequential convergence spaces 
differs from that of NovSk. 
We can now introduce the functor whose study is of main inte-
rest to us as well as its left adjoint'. 
Definition 3. Let (X,A) bj a filter convergence space. De-
fine a sequential convergence structure 
tf (A):X-* P(S(X)) by 
§ e $£(A)(x)<£-=* f ( f )e A(x), 
where ?(£ ) denotes the Fr^ehet filter generated by £ . £vid«* . 
ently $& preserves continuous maps and the concrete functor 
L:F-Conv —» S-Conv associates with every filter convergence ipace 
(X, ;X) the sequential convergence space (X,££(A,)), 
Definition 4. Let (X,S£) be a sequential convergence space. 
Define a filter convergence structure 
9>(^):X-~^ P(F(X)> by 
$ q 9>(SC)(x) if and only if there is some £ c <S? ix\ 
with ST (p ) c ST. 
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Clearly cp also preserves continuous mappings and the concrete 
functor F:S-Conv—-> F-Conv associates with every sequential conver-
gence space (X,;£) the filter convergence space (X, 9 (££)). 
One can now easily establish the following: 
Lemma 1. Let X be a set, A a filter convergence structure 
and £ a sequential convergence structure on X. Then the identi-
ties 
id:(X,g> (*(*,)))—> (X,A) and 
id:(X,i6)—> (X,tf(<j>C£))) 
are continuous . 
Theorem 1. The functor L:F-Conv—» S-Conv has F as a left 
adjoint. 
Proof. We show that for all sequential convergence spaces 
(X,j£) and all f i l t e r convergence spaces (Y,̂ u-) the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) f : (X, 9 (££))—> (Y,(tt ) is continuous 
(ii) t : (X, .S6)—> (Y,rf((u,)) is continuous. 
This gives a natu ra l isomorphism between the functors hom(F*,» ) 
and hom(«,L») and thereby proves the theorem. 
( i) «*» (ii) -. Consider the diagram 
(X, #(?(#))) £-->• (Y,^((u,)) 
'N ; 
(X,tf) 
then the implication follows from Lemma 1 and the fact that L is 
a functo r . 
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(ii) --̂  (i): This time we consider the diagram 
(X,9(#)) ^ ^ (Y,9C£((u,))) 
/ ' 
(Y,^) 
then the fact that F is a functor and again Lemma 1 give the desi-
red result. 
Since L has a left adjoint it preserves limits; it also pre-
serves coproducts, but not quotients: 
Example. Denote by ci> and St the first infinite and the 
first uncountable ordinal, respectively, and endow [0, co2 and 
[0,113 with the interval topologies. Consider the set 
T = (I0,il ) *IQ,A> )) u -C(H,a> )} c r0,i!3 x 10,col 
and endow it with the subspace topology x • Then the projection 
<Pt :(T,-r ) ~~» [0, col 
is a quotient map in both the category of topological |paces and 
the. of filter convergence spaces. But a sequence |e S(T) be-
longs to s£( t* )((-fl. ,co )) if and only if it is eventually the con-
stant (Jl.co). On the other hand, the sequence (n) converges to o 
in TO, col • 
As the above example shows, L has no right adjoint. But if 
we suitably restrict the domain category of L, then the restric-
ted functor has a concrete left- and a concrete right adjoint: 
Definition 5. A filter convergence structure A on a set 
X and the filter convergence space (X,A) are called first count-
able if for every x «. X and every & c A (x) there is a Q, e A (x) 
with a countable base such that (̂  c ^ . 
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We denote by F-Conv° the full subcategory of F-Conv whose objects 
are the first countable filter convergence spaces and by E the em-
bedding E :F-Conv0—> F-Conv . 
Proposition 1 . F-Conv0 is a coreflective modification of 
F-Conv, i.e. the embedding E:F-Conv°—> F-Conv has a concrete right 
adjoint R. 
Proof. Given a filter convergence space (X,:A) we define 
•A°:X—> P(F(X)) by 
& e A°(x)4==> there is a filter C^ e A ( x ) with a 
countable base such that L̂  c *$. 
It is easy to see that the concrete functor R:F-Conv—> F-Conv0 
which associates with any filter convergence space (X,X) the 
filter convergence space (X, A 0) is the desired right adjoint of E. 
It is clear that the codomain -restriction F ' of F is a left 
adjoint of L« E. We shall now construct its right adjoint. 
Definition 6. Let (X,^6) be a sequential convergence space. 
Define a filter convergence structure 
<y(%):X-> P(F(X)) 
by stating that a filter $ e F(X) belongs to ^(<_£)(x) for so-
me xcX if and only if there is a filter Ĉ. c 3? with a countable 
base satisfying the following condition: 
(SO | € S(X) and 3f(f ) o<# implies £ e g (x). 
As we shall show in the following Lemma, -y preserves continu-
ous maps and the concrete functor G: S-Conv—-> F-Conv0 associa-
tes with every sequential convergence space (X,££) the filter 
convergence space (X , ̂  (<££)). 
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Lemma 2. Let (X,*£) and (Y,Ji) be sequential convergence spa-
ces and f:(X,5£) — > ( Y , J H ) be a continuous mapping. Then 
f : ( X , ^ ( ^ ) ) — > ( Y , x ( i V ) is continuous. 
Proof. For every X G X and every <T e ^(«t5)(x) there is a 
filter G, c $ with a monotone countable base -fG :n e M| satisfy-
ing the condition (SC). We claim that f(<^) also satisfies (SC): 
Take a sequence i\ e S(Y) such that ^ ( \ )3 -*(§*)• Then for 
every n e IN there is a k £ IN with 
f(Gn) o-ty (k):k2>l<nl. 
So for every k2rk, one can choose r. 6 UN and £ .€ G such that 
7?(k) = f(f k) and that rR> n if k^kR. 
But then $(( C n)n?|<)-3 Q- and so (£ n) n > k € # ( * ) , implying 
U ( n » n ? k l = (^fn»rek. «-*<'<*»• 
By (S3) we have then ->£ £ fK(f(x)). 
For easy reference we state the following rather obvious facts 
as 
Lemma 3. Let X be a set, $6 a sequential convergence struc-
ture and A a first countable filter convergence structure on X. 
Then the following identities are continuous: 
id: (X,s£ (f (#)))—:>(X,tf) and 
id: (X,X) — > ( X , Y ( # ( A ) ) ) . 
S-Conv has a concrete 
left adjoint (the codomain restriction F' = RoF of F) and G as a 
concrete right adjoint. 
Proof. Let (X,j\.) be a first countable filter convergence 
space and (Y,A) a sequential convergence space. This time we show 
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for every mapping f.X-—>Y the equivalence of: 
(i) f :(X.i€( A)) —*-(Y,A) is continuous 
(ii) f:(X,A)—^(Yj'yGK)) is continuous. 
(i) =-» (ii): Since f : (X, <y {£ (A ))) — ^ (Y ,^ (A )) is continuous, 
the implication follows from Lemma 3. 
(ii) -~» (i): Since f*(X, # ( A ))—-> (Y, tf( r ( J O ) ) is continuous, 
we can apply Lemma 3 again. 
The functor Lo E is not topological, since it is not surjec-
tive. But if we restrict not only the domain of L but also its co-
domain, then the resulting sur jective restriction has not only con-
crete right- and left adjoints but is even topological. Now the 
objects in the range of L° E can be character ized in d i f f e ren t ways: 
Proposition 2. For a sequential convergence space (X,£&) the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) There is a f i r s t countable f i l t e r convergence s t ructu re 
X on X with ^ = £(X). 
(ii) There is a f i l t e r convergence s t ruc tu re X on X with 
* = tf (X). 
(iii) tf(<y(«tf )) = tf . 
(iv) *(*(#)) = i£\ 
(v) If | , >i € S(X) and ^( f ) = & ('rj), then |e a? (x) for 
some xcX if and only if * *, *C(x). 
(vi) If | c ^ (x) for some x c X, then ̂ o O € a? (x) for e-
very finite-to-one sequence 06 € SON). 
Proof. (i)«-^ (ii) -_-> (v) and (iv) ==> (i) are c lea r . 
(v) —-> (vi): Choose any xeX, £ s ,#(x) and a finite-to-one 
sequence c£> e S(IK). There is a subsequence fi of id^ such that 
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4/5(k):k€ HI = ̂ oO(k):k C JHj . 
An easy calculation shows then that 2T( c 0 a ) =
 /g(Q «oC ) which 
gives the i m p l i c a t i o n . 
(vi) .^ (iii): Take any xcX. By Lemma 1 we know that 
i£(x) c <&K.<?KX, ;)(x). 
So assume that £ 6 i6(^(^))(x). Then there is a sequence -*ie*£(x) 
with ^ ( | ) r > ^ ( * r l ) and so for every k € IN there is a natural 
number r. e IN such that 
-\ii (n):nrk} o <§ (n) :n^ rk? 
This gives a finite-to-one sequence oc e S(N) with . 
£(n) = ^(cxo(n)) for all n>r,, 
which implies C e *£ (x) by (vi). 
(iii)—» (iv): By Lemma 3 we have 
rf(-y(i£))(x) c <£(x) for all xe X. 
So assume that C £ ^(x), then for every sequence y^ c S(X) with 
^ ( ^ ) D $( £ ) we get #(>r)) € <y (# )(x) and hence 
?je ^ ( ^ (5C))(x) = rf(x). 
Therefore £*(£) satisfies (SC), giving the desired result. 
Following FriC and Kent (L4]) we define: 
Definition 7. A sequential convergence space (X.̂ -f) satisfies 
the condition (FL) if one of the equivalent conditions of Proposi-
tion 2 is fulfilled. 
We denote by S-Conv° the full subcategory of S-Conv whose ob-
jects are the sequential convergence spaces satisfying the condi-
tion (FL) and by E':S-Conv°—> S-Conv the corresponding embedding 
functor. 
Remark. Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 show that both (F,L) and (L© E,G) 
are Galois connections of the third kind as they were introduced 
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and studied by Herrlich and HuSek in [10V And the results of the 
following proposition, which summarizes the most important relati-
ons between the different modifications, are actually a part of 
3.4 in [10.1: 
Proposition 3 
(1) For every sequential convergence space (X,«*£) the follow-
ing identities are continuous: 
(X,^(y(#))) id ^ (X,.rf) id *> (X,#($>(,#))). 
Either identity is a homeomorphism if and only if (X,<££) satisfies 
the condition (FL) and in this case the diagram co l lapses . 
(2) For every first countable filter convergence space (X .A ) 
the identities 
(X, 9(^(A))) ^ (X,A) ^~
1--> (X,r(rf(A))) 
are cont inuous . The mapping id, is a homeomorphism if and only if 
there is a sequential convergence structure X on X with A = g> (zC) 
and id? is a homeomorphism if and only if there is a sequential 
convergence structure ^ on X with A = r ( i £ V 
After these preparations we are ready to prove the main re-
sult of this paper. 
Theorem 3. The domain-codomain restriction 
L° :F-Conv°—-» S-Conv of L is topological. 
Proof. Let (X,££) be a sequential convergence space satisfy-
ing the condition .(FL), (X.,A.) a family of first countable fil-
ter convergence spaces and (f.:(X,££)—?• (X. , fcC ( X . ))) be an L-
source. We define 
A:X —*> P(F(X)) 
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by stating that a filter 9* e F(X) belongs to A(x) for some xe X 
if and only if there is a filter ^ , c f with a countable base sa-
tisfying: 
(a) £,c T(«tf)(x) 
(b) fi(Q.) eX.(f.(x)) for all i. 
We have to show: 
(i) £(X) = ^ . 
(ii) Given a first countable filter convergence space (Y,̂ u,) 
and a continuous mapping g: (Y, ££((«*)) —>(X,iO such that 
f i ° g:(Y,(<-v) —> (X. , A.) is continuous for all i , then g:(Y,^) ~-> 
— * ( X , A ) is continuous. 
(i): For all xeX we have A(x) c /x>(̂ i-')(x)» Giving 
i£(A)(x) c id(T(^))(x) = ̂ ( x ) . 
If, on the other hand, £ e s£(x), then £ e «£ (<y (a? ))(x) and so 
y ( p e r ^ ) ( x ) . Furthermore f. o | c «?£ ( A. )(f t(x)) for all 
i and so fi((T(| )) e ^ ( f ^ x ) ) for all i. Both together imply 
tf(£ )e M x ) and so | e ^ ( A ) ( x ) . 
(ii): By Theorem 2 we know that g:(Y/(U)—*• (X, y (i6 )) is con-
tinuous. Now take any y*Y and any ST e (U,(y). Since {L is first 
countable there is a filter Q. c & with a countable base such 
that Ĉ  € /oc(y). Then g(C>) c tf(#)(y) and fi(g(Q.)) & 
& ^i(fi(g(y))) for all i, implying that g(<^) e A,(g(y)) as desi-
red . 
Remark. Since L° is topological, it has a right- and a left 
adjoint. Here we are able to give an explicit description of it: 
The right adjoint is G°, the restriction of G to S-Conv° and the 
left adjoint is F°, the restriction of F' to S-Conv°, the domain-
codomain restriction of F. 
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Corollary 1 . The category S-Conv is simultaneously a reflec-
tive and a coreflective modification of S-Conv, i.e. the embedding 
functor E':S-Conv°—» S-Conv has a concrete right adjoint R' and 
a concrete left adjoint C'. 
Proof. By the above Remark, F° is a left adjoint of L° and 
L«E is by Theorem 2 a left adjoint of G and so E = L«E©F° is a 
left adjoint of R':= L°© G. On the other hand, again by the Remark 
and Theorem 2, we know that L° is a left adjoint of G° and F' is a 
left adjoint of L© E and so C':= L°-» F' is a left adjoint of E' = 
» LoE»G 0. 
We call a filter convergence structure X on a set X compatib-
le with a sequential convergence structure e£ on X if ;S£(A) = «££?• 
Corollary 2. For every (X,S£) in S-Conv0 the set of all first 
countable convergence structures on X which are compatible with «*£ 
forms a complete lattice (in the natural order) with largest ele-
ment 9p(i£) and smallest element ^r( sC). 
Proof. Since the fibres of a topological functor form a com-
plete lattice (see e.g. t8], p.283), we get the first part of the 
assertion. The second follows from Proposition 3. 
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